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Polynomial Structure of Topological String
Partition Functions
Jie Zhou
Abstract We review the polynomial structure of the topological string partition
functions as solutions to the holomorphic anomaly equations. We also explain the
connection between the ring of propagators defined from special Ka¨hler geometry
and the ring of almost-holomorphic modular forms defined on modular curves.
1 Introduction
The last few decades have witnessed many exciting developments and applications
of mirror symmetry [Gre96, CK99, HKK+03, Ali12]. One of the prominent appli-
cations is using mirror symmetry to predict Gromov-Witten invariants initiated by
the celebrated work [CdLOGP91].
Consider a smooth Calabi-Yau (CY) 3-fold ˇX sitting in a family of Calabi-Yau 3-
folds pˇi : ˇX → ˇM , where ˇM is the moduli space of complexified Ka¨hler structures1
of ˇX whose dimension is h1,1( ˇX). The generating function of genus g Gromov-
Witten invariants gives the following quantity defined on the moduli space
ˇFg(tˇ) = ∑
β∈H2( ˇX ,β )
〈eω〉g,β , (1)
where
ω =
h1,1( ˇX)
∑
i=1
tˇ iωi , 〈ωi1 ωi2 · · ·ωik〉g,β =
k
∏
j=1
ev∗i j ωi j ∩ [Mg,k(
ˇX ,β )]vir .
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1 Throughout this note, we shall simply call them Ka¨hler structures by abuse of language.
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Here
• {ωi}
h1,1( ˇX)
i=1 are the generators for the Ka¨hler cone in the moduli space ˇM of
Ka¨hler structure of ˇX ;
• tˇ = {tˇ i}h
1,1( ˇX)
i=1 are local coordinates on the moduli space ˇM ;
• [Mg,k( ˇX ,β )]vir is the virtual fundamental class of the moduli space Mg,k( ˇX ,β )
of stable maps of genus g and class β with k markings;
• evi j , j = 1,2, · · ·k are the evaluation maps: Mg,k( ˇX ,β )→ ˇX .
The quantity defined in Eq. (1) is a priori only a formal series defined near the point
etˇ
i
= 0, i = 1,2, · · · ,h1,1( ˇX). That it represents a well-defined function is due to the
mirror symmetry conjecture which we shall review below. An alternative way to
write the above generating function Fg(tˇ) in which the Gromov-Witten invariants
appear naturally is the following
ˇFg(tˇ) = ∑
β∈H2( ˇX ,Z)
Ng,β ( ˇX)e2pi i
´
β ω . (2)
Note that in this formula Ng,β ( ˇX) is independent of tˇ but depends only on the generic
member ˇX in the family, this results from the fact that the Gromov-Witten invariants
are deformation invariant.
The mirror symmetry conjecture predicts that for the CY 3-fold family (A-model)
pˇi : ˇX → ˇM , there exists another family (B-model) of CY 3-folds pi : X → M
satisfying the following properties:
Mirror symmetry conjecture
• The moduli space ˇM of Ka¨hler structures of ˇX is identified with the moduli space
M of complex structures of a smooth CY 3-fold X called the mirror manifold.
This implies in particular that h1,1( ˇX) = dim ˇM = dimM = h2,1(X).
• There exist distinguished coordinates tˇ = {tˇ i}h
1,1( ˇX)
i=1 and t = {t i}
h2,1(X)
i=1 called
canonical coordinates (see [BCOV94]) so that the map tˇ = t gives the identifica-
tion ˇM ∼= M . This map is called the mirror map. In practice, one first matches
some distinguished singular points on the moduli spaces, for example, the large
volume limit on ˇM and the large complex structure limit on M (see Section
2.2), then one identifies neighborhoods of these singular points by matching the
canonical coordinates on the moduli spaces.
• For each genus g, there is a function Fg(t) defined on the moduli space M so that
under the mirror map, it is identical to ˇFg(tˇ).
• Moreover, topological string theory tells that the more natural objects one should
be looking at on both sides are some non-holomorphic functions ˇF (g)(tˇ, ¯tˇ)
and F (g)(t, ¯t) which are again identical under the mirror map. These quanti-
ties are called topological string partition functions. The “holomorphic limits”
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[BCOV93, BCOV94] of the normalized partition functions give rise to the quan-
tities ˇFg(tˇ) and Fg(t), respectively.
Determining the function F (g)(t, ¯t) is usually much easier than computing the
Gromov-Witten invariants appearing in the generating function ˇFg(tˇ), since the latter
requires a careful study of the moduli space of stable maps which is in general very
complicated (see e.g., [Kon95, Giv98, LLY99]), while the former satisfies some
recursive differential equations called holomorphic anomaly equations [BCOV94]
which are relatively easier to handle, as will be discussed below. These differential
equations and the corresponding boundary conditions were derived from physics,
but can be formulated purely in terms of mathematical language.
The general idea of counting curves via mirror symmetry is as follows. First one
takes the holomorphic anomaly equations with boundary conditions as the defining
equations for the topological string partition functions F (g)(t, ¯t). Then one tries to
solve for them from the equations. After that one normalizes them and takes the
holomorphic limit at the large complex structure limit to get Fg(t). Finally one uses
the mirror map tˇ = t which matches the large volume limit with the large com-
plex structure limit to obtain ˇFg(tˇ), and thus extract the Gromov-Witten invariants
Ng,β ( ˇX) from Eq. (2). In this way, via mirror symmetry, counting curves in the CY
3-fold ˇX is translated into solving the holomorphic anomaly equations on the mod-
uli space M . Interested readers are referred to [BCOV93, BCOV94] for details on
this subject.2
This note aims to study some properties of the holomorphic anomaly equations
and the solutions. The plan of this note is as follows. In Section 2, we review the
basics of special Ka¨hler geometry and holomorphic anomaly equations. In Section
3, we explain the polynomial recursion technique and show how to solve the topo-
logical string partition functions genus by genus recursively from the holomorphic
anomaly equations. In Section 4, we discuss the similarity between the ring of prop-
agators and the ring of almost-holomorphic modular forms. We conclude this note
in Section 5.
This introductory note is based on the lectures that the author gave in the Con-
centrated Graduate Courses for the Fields thematic program Calabi-Yau Varieties:
Arithmetic, Geometry and Physics at the Fields Institute in Toronto. None of the
material presented in this note is original and the author apologizes in advance for
everything that may have been left out or not been attributed correctly.
Acknowledgements The author would like to thank Murad Alim, Emanuel
Scheidegger and Shing-Tung Yau for valuable collaborations and inspiring discus-
sions on related projects. Thanks also goes to Murad Alim, Emanuel Scheidegger,
Teng Fei and Atsushi Kanazawa for carefully reading the draft and giving very help-
ful comments. He also wants to thank Professor Noriko Yui and the other organizers
for inviting him to the thematic program Calabi-Yau Varieties: Arithmetic, Geom-
2 See also [MM99, KKV99, KZ99, KKRS05, YY04, KM08, HKQ09, ABK08, HK07, AL07,
GKMW07, ALM10, HKR08, HK10, Sak11, AS12, KMW12, ASYZ13] for related works.
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etry and Physics at the Fields Institute, and the Fields Institute for providing an
excellent research atmosphere and partial financial support during his visiting.
2 Holomorphic anomaly equations
In this section, we shall first review briefly the special Ka¨hler geometry on the defor-
mation space of CY 3-folds and the basics of classical genus zero mirror symmetry.
After that we shall display the holomorphic anomaly equations satisfied by the topo-
logical string partition functions.
2.1 Special Ka¨hler geometry
Consider a family pi : X → M of CY 3-folds X = {Xz} over a variety M
parametrized by the complex coordinate system z= {zi}dimMi=1 . For a generic z∈M ,
the fiber Xz is a smooth CY 3-fold. We also assume that dimM = h1(Xz,TXz) for
a smooth Xz, where TXz is the holomorphic tangent bundle of Xz. In the follow-
ing, we shall use the notation X to denote a generic fiber Xz in the family without
specifying the point z.
In the examples discussed in this note, the smooth CY 3-fold X is toric in nature,
i.e., it is a hypersurface or complete intersection in a toric variety, and the variety
M will be the moduli space of complex structure of X which can be constructed
torically.
The variation of complex structure on X can be studied by looking at the periods
according to the general theory of variation of Hodge structures. They are defined to
be the integrals Π =
´
C Ωz, where C ∈ H3(Xz,Z) and Ω = {Ωz} is a holomorphic
section of the Hodge line bundle L = R0pi∗Ω 3X |M on M . They satisfy a differ-
ential equation system LCY Π = 0 called the Picard-Fuchs equations induced from
the Gauss-Manin connection on the Hodge bundle
H = R3pi∗C⊗OM = R
3pi∗Ω •X |M = L ⊕L ⊗TM ⊕L ⊗TM ⊕L . (3)
The base M of the family is equipped with the Weil-Petersson metric whose Ka¨hler
potential K is determined from
e−K(z,z¯) = i
ˆ
Xz
Ωz∧Ω z , (4)
where as above Ω = {Ωz} is a section of the Hodge line bundle L . The metric
Gi ¯j = ∂i ¯∂ ¯jK is the Hodge metric induced from the Hermitian metric h(Ω ,Ω) =
i3
´
Ω ∧Ω on the Hodge line bundle L . This metric is called special Ka¨hler metric
[Str90, Fre99]. Among its other properties, it satisfies the following “special geom-
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etry relation”
−R ki ¯j l = ∂ ¯jΓ kil = δ kl Gi ¯j + δ ki Gl ¯j −Cilm ¯Cmk¯j , i, ¯j,k, l = 1,2, · · ·dimM , (5)
where
Ci jk(z) =−
ˆ
Xz
Ωz∧∂i∂ j∂kΩz (6)
is the so-called Yukawa coupling and
¯Cmk
¯j = e
2KGk¯kGmm¯ ¯C
¯j¯km¯. (7)
Note that Ci jk ∈ Γ (M ,Sym⊗3T ∗M ⊗L 2) and it is symmetric in i, j,k by defini-
tion. Integrating Eq. (5), one then gets the “integrated special geometry relation”
Γ ki j = δ kj Ki + δ ki K j −Ci jmSmk + ski j , (8)
where Smk is defined to be a solution to ¯∂n¯Smk = ¯Cmkn¯ , and ski j could be any holo-
morphic quantity. There is a natural covariant derivative D acting on sections of the
Hodge bundle H =R3pi∗C⊗OM : it is induced from the Chern connection associ-
ated to the Weil-Petersson metric and the connection on L induced by the Hermi-
tian metric h = e−K . For example, on a section T IJ of Sym⊗kTM ⊗Sym⊗lT ∗M ⊗
L m⊗ ¯L n, where I = {i1, i2, · · · ik},J = { j1, i2, · · · jl}, one has
DiT IJ = ∂iT IJ + ∑
ir∈I
Γ iria T
ai1i2··· ˆir ···ik
J − ∑
js∈J
Γ jsib T
b j1 j2··· ˆjs··· jl
J +mKiT
I
J ,
¯D
¯iT
I
J =
¯∂
¯iT
I
J + nK¯iT
I
J ,
where ˆ means the index is excluded. We have similar formulas for tensors with
anti-holomorphic indices.
Eq. (5) implies that there exists a holomorphic quantity F ∈ Γ (M ,L 2) called
prepotential such that
Ci jk = DiD jDkF . (9)
See [Str90, Fre99, Hos10] for details on this.
2.2 Variation of Hodge structures and genus zero mirror symmetry
Among the singular points on the moduli space M , there is a distinguished point
called the large complex structure limit. It is mirror to the large volume limit (in
terms of the coordinates {tˇ i}h
1,1( ˇX)
i=1 in Eq. (1), the point is given by setting all tˇ is to
infinity) on the mirror side (A-side) and is a maximally unipotent monodromy point
[Mor93]. It plays a special role in genus zero mirror symmetry. The asymptotic be-
havior of the period map near this point can be studied using the theory of variation
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of Hodge structures, see [Sch73] for the mathematical foundation and [CdLOGP91]
(also [CK99, GHJ03] for nice reviews) for applications of this in mirror symmetry.
Assume the large complex structure limit is given by z = 0. Near this point, the
solutions to the Picard-Fuchs system LCY Π = 0 could be obtained by the Frobenius
method and have the following form
(X0,Xa,Pa,P0) = X0(1, ta,∂ta F(t),2F − ta∂ta F(t)), a = 1,2 · · ·dimM , (10)
where X0(z) ∼ 1+O(z), while ta ∼ (1/2pi i) logza + regular near z = 0 gives lo-
cal coordinates on the punctured moduli space M −{z = 0}. The existence of the
holomorphic function F(t), called prepotential, and the above particular structure
of the periods result from the special Ka¨hler geometry on M . The coordinates
t = {ta}dimMa=1 are in fact the canonical coordinates based at the large complex struc-
ture limit, see [BCOV93, BCOV94] for details on this. The prepotential F here is
related to the previously defined quantity F by F = X−20 F ∈ Γ (M ,L 0).
One can easily solve for the Yukawa couplings Ci jk(z) from the Picard-Fuchs
equation, see e.g., [CK99, GHJ03]. The normalized (so that after normalization it
gives a section of L 0) Yukawa coupling in the t coordinates is then given by
Ctatbtc = ∂ 3tatbtc F =
1
(X0)2
Cziz jzk
∂ zi
∂ ta
∂ z j
∂ tb
∂ zk
∂ tc ∈ Γ (M ,L
0) . (11)
By equating the normalized Yukawa couplings from both the A-side and the B-side,
one can establish genus zero mirror symmetry under the mirror map tˇ = t:
Ctatbtc = κabc +
∞
∑
β∈H2( ˇX ,Z)
dadbdcN0,dadbdce
2pi idata , (12)
where κabc = ωa ∪ωb ∪ωc is the classical triple intersection number of the mir-
ror manifold ˇX of X , da =
´
β ωa, and N0,dadbdc is the same as the quantity N0,β in
Eq. (2). This prediction has been checked for many CY 3-fold families by directly
computing N0,β using techniques from the A-side, e.g., the localization technique
[Kon95].
2.3 Holomorphic anomaly equations
According to [BCOV93, BCOV94], the genus g topological string partition func-
tion3 F (g)is a (smooth) section of the line bundle L 2−2g over M , it is shown to
satisfy the following holomorphic anomaly equation 4:
3 The quantity F (g) is really a section rather than a function, but in the literature it is termed
topological string partition function which we shall follow in this note.
4 In this note, we shall use ¯∂ı¯ and ∂ı¯ interchangeably to denote ∂∂ z¯ı¯ for some local complex coordi-
nates z = {zi}dimMi=1 chosen on the moduli space M .
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¯∂ı¯∂ jF (1) =
1
2
C jklC
kl
ı¯ +(1−
χ
24
)G jı¯ , (13)
¯∂ı¯F (g) =
1
2
C jkı¯
(
g−1
∑
r=1
D jF (r) DkF (g−r)+D jDkF (g−1)
)
, g ≥ 2 , (14)
where χ is the Euler characteristic of the mirror manifold ˇX of the CY 3-fold X .
As we shall see below, any genus F (g) can be determined recursively from these
equations up to addition by a holomorphic function f (g) called holomorphic ambi-
guity. Boundary conditions on the (global) moduli space are needed to fix the holo-
morphic ambiguity f (g). What are commonly used are the asymptotic behaviors of
F (g) at the singular points on the moduli space M , see [BCOV93, BCOV94, GV95,
HK07, HKQ09].
3 Polynomial structure of topological string partition functions
We now shall explain the polynomial recursion technique which was developed in
[YY04, AL07] to solve the holomorphic anomaly equations in Eqs. (13, 14).
3.1 Propagators
First let us try to solve for genus one and two topological string partition function
from the holomorphic anomaly equations, we shall see in the sequel why it is con-
venient to introduce the so-called propagators.
Consider the genus one topological string partition function, in order to solve
¯∂
¯i∂ jF (1) =
1
2
C jklC
kl
¯i +(1−
χ
24
)G j¯i ,
one needs to turn the right hand side of the equation into a total derivative (with
respect to ¯∂
¯i). This then leads to the following definition of the propagator Skl:
∂
¯iSkl =C
kl
¯i . (15)
Note that this implies in particular that Skl is a (non-holomorphic) section of L −2⊗
Sym2TM . Then we get
¯∂
¯i∂ jF (1) = ¯∂¯i
(
1
2
C jklSkl +(1−
χ
24
)K j
)
. (16)
From this one can see that there exists some holomorphic quantity f (1)j called genus
one holomorphic ambiguity so that
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∂ jF (1) =
1
2
C jklSkl +(1−
χ
24
)K j + f (1)j . (17)
The above genus one result is proved rigorously in mathematics for a large class of
Calabi-Yau manifolds, see [Fan08, Zin08, Zin09, Pop13] for some progress.
Now let us proceed to genus two holomorphic anomaly equation. Recall that
F (1) is a section of L 0, we know D jF (1) = ∂ jF (1). Hence the holomorphic
anomaly equation for genus two simplifies to
¯∂
¯iF
(2) =
1
2
C jk
¯i
(
∂ jF (1)∂kF (1)+D j∂kF (1)
)
=
1
2
C jk
¯i
(
∂ jF (1)∂kF (1)+ ∂ j∂kF (1)−Γ ljk∂lF (1)
)
.
Again one needs to turn the right hand side of the equation into a total derivative.
Note that S jk is symmetric in j,k, using Eq. (15) and integration by parts, we then
get
¯∂
¯iF
(2) =
1
2
∂
¯i
(
S jk(∂ jF (1)∂kF (1)+ ∂ j∂kF (1)−Γ ljk∂lF (1))
)
+ −S jk∂
¯i∂ jF (1)∂kF (1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
+−
1
2
S jk∂
¯i∂ j∂kF (1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
+
1
2
S jk∂
¯iΓ ljk∂lF (1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
III
+
1
2
S jkΓ ljk∂¯i∂lF (1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IV
.
Then we can plug in the special geometry relation Eq. (5), the integrated special
geometry relation Eq. (8), the holomorphic anomaly equation for F (1) given in
Eq. (13) and Eq. (17) to simplify the above expressions I− IV. For simplicity, we
shall denote cχ := 1− χ24 . The terms I, II, III, IV are given by
I = −S jk(1
2
C jmn∂¯iSmn + cχ∂¯iK j)(
1
2
CkrsSrs + cχKk + f (1)k )
= −
1
4
C jmnCkrs∂¯iSmnS jkSrs−
1
2
cχC jmn∂¯iSmnS jkKk −
1
2
f (1)k C jmn∂¯iSmnS jk
−
1
2
cχCkrs∂¯iK jS jkSrs− c2χ∂¯iK jS jkKk − cχ f (1)k S jk∂¯iK j
II = −
1
2
S jk∂k(
1
2
C jmn∂¯iSmn + cχ∂¯iK j) ,
III =
1
2
S jk(δ lj∂¯iKk + δ lk∂¯iK j −C jkp∂¯iSpl)(
1
2
ClmnSmn + cχKl + f (1)l ) ,
IV =
1
2
S jk(δ ljKk + δ lkK j −C jkpSpl + sljk)(
1
2
Clmn∂¯iSmn + cχ∂¯iKl) .
Now we think of all the terms as formal polynomials in S jk,K j and their holomor-
phic and anti-holomorphic derivatives. In the sum I+ II+ III+ IV there is no mono-
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mial of the form ∂
¯iS jkK j . Moreover, one can show that the coefficient of the mono-
mial S jk∂
¯iK j which involves f (1)k ,s jjk is not vanishing for general geometries. It fol-
lows that terms of the form S jk∂
¯iK j must be total derivatives with respect to ∂¯i. This
leads to the following definition of the propagator S j which is a non-holomorphic
section of L −2⊗TM .:
∂
¯iS j = G¯ikS jk . (18)
Then we can further simplify the quantities I− IV as follows:
I = −
1
4
C jmnCkrs∂¯iSmnS jkSrs−
1
2
cχC jmn∂¯iSmnS jkKk −
1
2
f (1)k C jmn∂¯iSmnS jk
−
1
2
cχCkrs∂¯iK jS jkSrs− c2χ∂¯iS jK j − cχ f (1)k ∂¯iSk ,
II = −
1
4
S jk∂k∂¯i(C jmnSmn)−
1
2
cχ S jk∂k∂¯iK j ,
III =
1
2
∂
¯iKkS jkC jmnSmn + cχK j∂¯iS j + f (1)j ∂¯iS j
−
1
4
C jkpClmnS jkSmn∂¯iSpl −
1
2
cχC jkpS jk∂¯iSplKl −
1
2
C jkp f (1)l S jk∂¯iSpl ,
IV =
1
2
C jmnS jkKk∂¯iSmn−
1
4
ClmnC jkpS jkSpl∂¯iSmn +
1
4
ClmnsljkS jk∂¯iSmn
+cχK j∂¯iS j−
1
2
cχC jkpS jk∂¯iKlSpl +
1
2
cχ S jksljk∂¯iKl .
Again to turn K j∂¯iS j = ∂¯i(K jS j)− S j∂¯iK j into a total derivative, we need to define
a propagator S which is a non-holomorphic section of L −2 so that
∂
¯iS = G¯i jS j . (19)
Now the terms I, II become
I˜ = −
1
4
C jmnCkrs∂¯iSmnS jkSrs−
1
2
cχC jmn∂¯iSmnS jkKk −
1
2
f (1)k C jmn∂¯iSmnS jk
−
1
2
cχCkrs∂¯iK jS jkSrs− c2χ∂¯i(SkKk)+ c2χ∂¯iS− cχ∂¯i( f (1)k Sk) ,
I˜I = −
1
4
S jk∂k∂¯i(C jmnSmn)−
1
2
cχ S jk∂k∂¯iK j .
It turns out that after introducing these propagators, the quantity I˜+ I˜I+ III+ IV
becomes a total derivative. Before we show this, we make a pause and study the
derivatives of quantities S jk,S j,S,Ki. They will be needed later, for example, to
simplify I˜I.
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3.2 Differential ring of propagators
We use the definition of the propagators Eqs. (15, 18, 19) and the relations Eqs. (5,
8) to derive the differential ring structure. The results in this section follow the
presentation in [AL07].
To obtain an expression for DiS jk in terms of known quantities, we compute
¯∂
¯lDiS jk by commuting the derivatives, then we integrate what we get to obtain the
desired expression. Since by definition S jk is a section of L −2 ⊗ Sym⊗2TM , we
know when acting on S jk the covariant derivative is given by Di = ∂i +Γi +(−2)Ki,
hence
¯∂
¯lDiS
jk = ¯∂
¯l(∂iS jk +Γ
j
imS
mk +Γ kinS jn− 2KiS jk) := A+B+C+D .
Then
A = ∂i ¯C jk
¯l = ∂i(e
2KG j ¯jGk¯k ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l)
= 2Ki ¯C jk
¯l + e
2K∂iG j ¯jGk¯k ¯C ¯j¯k ¯l + e2KG j
¯j∂iGk¯k ¯C ¯j¯k ¯l + e2KG j
¯jGk¯k∂i ¯C ¯j¯k ¯l .
Since Ci jk is holomorphic, ¯C ¯j¯k ¯l is anti-holomorphic, the last term above is 0. It fol-
lows that
A = 2Ki ¯C jk
¯l + e
2K∂iG j ¯jGk¯k ¯C ¯j¯k ¯l + e2KG j
¯j∂iGk¯k ¯C ¯j¯k ¯l + e2KG j
¯jGk¯k∂i ¯C ¯j¯k ¯l
= 2Ki ¯C jk
¯l + e
2K(−Γ jir G
r ¯j)Gk¯k ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + e
2KG j ¯j(−Γ kis Gs
¯k) ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + 0 .
Similarly,
B = ¯∂
¯lΓ
j
imS
mk +Γ jim ¯∂¯lSmk = (δ
j
i Gm¯l + δ jmGi¯l −Cimt ¯C
t j
¯l )S
mk +Γ jim ¯C
mk
¯l ,
C = ¯∂
¯lΓ
k
inSn j +Γ kin ¯∂¯lSn j = (δ ki Gn ¯l + δ kn Gi¯l −Cint ¯Ctk¯l )S
n j +Γ kin ¯C
n j
¯l ,
D = −2Gi¯lS
jk− 2Ki ¯C jk
¯l .
It follows that
A+B+C+D
= Ki ¯C jk
¯l + e
2K(−Γ jir G
r ¯j)Gk¯k ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + e
2KG j ¯j(−Γ kis Gs
¯k) ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + 0
+δ ji Gm¯lSmk + δ jmGi¯lSmk −Cimt ¯C
t j
¯l S
mk +Γ jim ¯C
mk
¯l
+δ ki Gn ¯lSn j + δ kn Gi¯lSn j −Cint ¯Ctk¯l S
n j +Γ kin ¯C
n j
¯l − 2Gi¯lS
jk− 2Ki ¯C jk
¯l
= Ki ¯C jk
¯l + e
2K(−Γ jir G
r ¯j)Gk¯k ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + e
2KG j ¯j(−Γ kis Gs
¯k) ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + 0
+δ ji Gm¯lSmk + δ jmGi¯lSmk −Cimt ¯C
t j
¯l S
mk +Γ jim ¯C
mk
¯l
+δ ki Gn ¯lSn j + δ kn Gi¯lSn j −Cint ¯Ctk¯l S
n j +Γ kiin ¯C
n j
¯l −2Gi¯lS
jk−2Ki ¯C jk
¯l .
Using the definition Gm¯lSmk = Sk¯l =
¯∂
¯lSk, we get
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A+B+C+D
= Ki ¯C jk
¯l + e
2K(−Γ jir G
r ¯j)Gk¯k ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + e
2KG j ¯j(−Γ kis Gs
¯k) ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + 0
+δ ji ¯∂¯lSk + δ jmGi¯lSmk−Cimt ¯C
t j
¯l S
mk +Γ jim ¯C
mk
¯l
+δ ki ¯∂¯lS j + δ kn Gi¯lSn j−Cint ¯Ctk¯l S
n j +Γ kin ¯C
n j
¯l −2Gi¯lS
jk−2Ki ¯C jk
¯l
= e2K(−Γ jir G
r ¯j)Gk¯k ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + e
2KG j ¯j(−Γ kis Gs
¯k) ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l
+δ ji ∂ ¯lSk−Cimt ¯C
t j
¯l S
mk +Γ jim ¯C
mk
¯l + δ
k
i
¯∂
¯lS
j−Cint ¯Ctk
¯l S
n j +Γ kin ¯C
n j
¯l .
According to − ¯Ct j
¯l S
mk =− ¯∂
¯lSt jSmk =− ¯∂¯l(St jSmk)+ St j ¯∂¯lSmk, we then obtain
A+B+C+D
= e2K(−Γ jir G
r ¯j)Gk¯k ¯C
¯j¯k ¯l + e
2KG j ¯j(−Γ kis Gs
¯k) ¯C
¯j ¯k ¯l
+ ¯∂
¯l(δ
j
i S
k + δ ki S j −CimtSt jSmk)+CimtSt j ¯∂¯lSmk−Cint ¯Ctk¯l S
n j +Γ jim ¯C
mk
¯l +Γ
k
in ¯C
n j
¯l
= ¯∂
¯l(δ
j
i S
k + δ ki S j−CimtSt jSmk) .
Therefore,
DiS jk = δ ji Sk + δ ki S j−CimnS jnSmk + h
jk
i (20)
for some holomorphic quantity h jki .
The quantity DiS j can be obtained in the same manner:
¯∂
¯l(DiS
j)
= ¯∂
¯l(∂iS j − 2KiS j +Γ
j
ir S
r)
= ∂iS j
¯l +
¯∂
¯l(−2KiS
j)+ ¯∂
¯l(Γ
j
ir S
r)
= ∂i(Gl ¯lSl j)− 2Gi¯lS j − 2Ki ¯∂¯lS j + ¯∂¯lΓ jir Sr +Γ
j
ir
¯∂
¯lS
r
= ∂iGl ¯lSl j +Gl ¯l∂iSl j− 2Gi¯lS j − 2Ki ¯∂¯lS j + ¯∂¯lΓ
j
ir S
r +Γ jir ¯∂¯lSr
= ∂iGl ¯lSl j +Gl ¯l∂iSl j− 2Gi¯lS j − 2Ki ¯∂¯lS j +(δ
j
i Gr ¯l + δ jr Gi¯l −Cirt ¯C
t j
¯l )S
r +Γ jir ¯∂¯lSr
= ∂iGl ¯lSl j +Gl ¯l(DiSl j + 2KiSl j −Γ limSm j−Γ jinSln)− 2Gi¯lS j−2Ki ¯∂¯lS j
+(δ ji Gr ¯l + δ jr Gi¯l −Cirt ¯C
t j
¯l )S
r +Γ jir ¯∂¯lSr
= Γ mil Gm¯lS
l j +Gl ¯l(DiS
l j−Γ limSm j)− 2Gi¯lS
j +(δ ji Gr ¯l + δ jr Gi¯l −Cirt ¯C
t j
¯l )S
r
= Gl ¯lDiS
l j − 2Gi¯lS
j +(δ ji Gr ¯l + δ jr Gi¯l −Cirt ¯C
t j
¯l )S
r
= Gl ¯l(δ li S j + δ
j
i S
l −CitmStlSm j + hl ji )− 2Gi¯lS
j +(δ ji Gr ¯l + δ jr Gi¯l −Cirt ¯C
t j
¯l )S
r
= 2δ ji ¯∂¯lS−Gl ¯lCitmStlSm j −Cirt ¯C
t j
¯l S
r +Gl ¯lh
l j
i .
Since
Gl ¯lCitmS
tlSm j = ¯∂
¯lKlCimt S
tlSm j = ¯∂
¯lS
tCimt Sm j = ¯∂¯l(StCimt Sm j)− StCimt ¯∂¯lSm j ,
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we then get
¯∂
¯l(DiS
j) = 2δ ji ¯∂¯lS− ¯∂¯l(StCimtSm j)+Gl ¯lh
l j
i .
Hence
DiS j = 2δ ji S−CimnSmSn j +Klh
l j
i + h
j
i (21)
for some holomorphic quantity h ji .
In the following we shall calculate ¯∂
¯lDiS:
¯∂
¯lDiS
= ¯∂
¯l(∂iS− 2KiS)
= ∂i(Gl ¯lSl)+ ¯∂¯l(−2KiS)
= ∂iGl ¯lS+Gl ¯l∂iS− 2 ¯∂¯l(KiS)
= ∂iGl ¯lS+Gl ¯l(DiSl + 2KiS−Γ limSm)− 2 ¯∂¯l(KiS)
= Gm¯lΓ
m
il Sl +Gl ¯l(2δ li S−CimnSmSnl + hlki Kk + hli)+Gl ¯l(2KiSl −Γ limSm)+ ¯∂¯l(−2KiS)
= Gl ¯l(−CimnS
mSnl + hlki Kk + hli)
= −Cimn ¯∂¯lSnSm + ¯∂¯lKlhlki Kk + ¯∂¯lKlhli
= − ¯∂
¯l(
1
2
SnCimnSm)+ ¯∂¯l(
1
2
hlki KkKl)+ ¯∂¯l(Klhli) .
So we get
DiS =−
1
2
CimnSmSn +
1
2
hkli KkKl +Klhli + hi . (22)
for some holomorphic quantity hi.
Now we calculate DiK j as follows. According to DiK j = ∂iK j−Γ mji Km, it follows
that
¯∂
¯l(DiK j) = ¯∂¯l(∂iK j −Γ mji Km)
= ∂iK j ¯l − ¯∂¯l(Γ mji )Km −Γ mji Km¯l
= Γ mi j Gm¯l − (δ mj Gi¯l + δ mi G j ¯l −C jin ¯Cmn¯l )Km −Γ
m
ji Km¯l
= −Gi¯lK j −G j ¯lKi +C jin ¯C
mn
¯l Km
= − ¯∂
¯l(KiK j)+C jin ¯∂¯lSmnKm
= − ¯∂
¯l(KiK j)+ ¯∂¯l(C jinSmnKm)−C jinSmn ¯∂¯lKm
= − ¯∂
¯l(KiK j)+ ¯∂¯l(C jinSmnKm)−C jinSmnGm¯l
= − ¯∂
¯l(KiK j)+ ¯∂¯l(C jinSmnKm)−C jin ¯∂¯lSn
= ¯∂
¯l(−KiK j +C jinS
mnKm −C jinSn) .
Therefore,
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DiK j =−KiK j +Ci jnSmnKm −Ci jnSn + hi j (23)
for some holomorphic quantity hi j.
We want to point out that the holomorphic limit of the differential ring of gener-
ators S jk,S j,S,Ki also satisfies similar equations, with everything replaced by their
holomorphic limits [ALM10].
Some of the holomorphic quantities h jki ,h
j
i ,hi,hi j can not be uniquely determined
[ALM10], as briefly discussed in Section 3.4 below, since the above equations are
derived by integrating equations. Eqs. (20, 21, 22, 23) do not actually give a differ-
ential ring due to the existence of these holomorphic quantities and their derivatives.
To make it a genuine ring, one needs to include all of the derivatives of these holo-
morphic quantities [Hos10]. In [YY04, Hos10, ASYZ13], it is shown that for some
special CY 3-fold families, all of the holomorphic quantities and their derivatives
are packaged together by making use of the special Ka¨hler geometry on the mod-
uli space, and are in fact Laurent polynomials of the Yukawa couplings. Then one
gets a differential ring with finitely many generators, including the non-holomorphic
generators S jk,S j,S,Ki and the holomorphic Yukawa couplings.
Now we shall focus on the cases h2,1(X) = dimM = 1 and consider the differen-
tial ring structure of the generators with derivatives taken in the τ = (1/2pi i)κ−1Ftt
coordinate, where κ is the classical triple intersection (of the A-model CY) and t
is the coordinate defined in Eq. (10). This definition was introduced [ABK08] to
match the known modularity for the moduli space of some non-compact CY 3-folds
whose geometries are completely determined by the mirror curves sitting inside
them, see also [ASYZ13, Zho13, Ali14] for related works. First one makes the fol-
lowing change of generators [AL07]:
˜Stt = Stt ,
˜St = St − SttKt ,
˜S = S− StKt +
1
2
SttKtKt ,
˜Kt = Kt .
Then one defines τ = (1/2pi i)κ−1∂tFt which gives ∂τ∂ t = (1/2pi i)κ−1Cttt . After that
one forms the following quantities [ASYZ13] on the deformation space M :
K0 = κC−1ttt (θ t)−3 ,
G1 = θ t ,
K2 = κC−1ttt ˜Kt ,
T2 = ˜Stt ,
T4 = C−1ttt ˜St ,
T6 = C−2ttt ˜S , (24)
where θ = z ∂∂ z and the propagators ˜S
tt , ˜St , ˜S are the normalized (by suitable powers
of X0 so that they become sections of L 0) propagators. It follows that the derivatives
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of the generators given in Eqs. (20, 21, 22, 23) now become [ASYZ13] the following
differential equations satisfied by K0,G1,K2,T2,T4,T6:
∂τ K0 =−2K0 K2−K20 G21 (˜hzzzz + 3(szzz + 1)) ,
∂τ G1 = 2G1 K2−κG1 T2 +K0G31(szzz + 1) ,
∂τ K2 = 3K22 − 3κK2 T2−κ2T4 +K20 G41kzz−K0 G21 K2 ˜hzzzz ,
∂τ T2 = 2K2 T2−κT22 + 2κT4+κ−1K20 G41 ˜hzzz ,
∂τ T4 = 4K2T4− 3κT2 T4 + 2κT6−K0 G21 T4 ˜hzzzz−κ−1K20 G41 T2kzz +κ−2K30 G61 ˜hzz ,
∂τ T6 = 6K2 T6− 6κT2 T6 +
κ
2
T 24 −κ
−1K20 G41 T4 kzz
+κ−3K40 G81 ˜hz− 2K0 G21 T6 ˜hzzzz , (25)
where ∂τ = 12pi i ∂∂τ and the quantities ˜hzzzz,szzz,kzz, ˜hzzz, ˜hzz, ˜hz are some holomorphic
functions. It turns out that they are polynomials of the quantity C0 = θ log(z3Czzz)
which satisfies
∂τC0 =C0(C0 + 1)G21 . (26)
For special CY 3-fold families these explicit polynomials could be found in [ASYZ13,
Ali14] and will be discussed later in Section 4. In the rest of the note, we shall call
this particular form of the differential ring the special polynomial ring.
3.3 Polynomial structure
Let us resume the discussion on genus two holomorphic anomaly equation. Direct
computation shows that
I˜I = −
1
4
∂kC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn−
1
4
C jmnS jk ¯∂¯i∂kSmn−
1
2
cχ S jk ¯∂¯i∂kK j
= −
1
4
∂kC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn−
1
4
C jmnS jk ¯∂¯i(DkSmn + 2KkSmn−Γ mkpSpn−Γ nkpSpm)
−
1
2cχS
jk
¯∂
¯i(DkK j +Γ lk jKl)
= −
1
4
∂kC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn
−
1
4
C jmnS jk ¯∂¯i(δ mk Sn + δ nk Sm−CkpqSmqSnq)−
1
4
C jmnS jk ¯∂¯i(2KkSmn−Γ mkpSpn−Γ nkpSpm)
−
1
2
cχS jk ¯∂¯i(−K jKk +C jkpSpqKq−C jkpSp)−
1
2
cχS jk ¯∂¯i(Γ lk jKl) .
It follows then that
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I˜+ I˜I+ III+ IV
= −
1
4
C jmnCkrs∂¯iSmnS jkSrs−
1
2
cχC jmn∂¯iSmnS jkKk −
1
2
f (1)k C jmn∂¯iSmnS jk
−
1
2
cχCkrs∂¯iK jSk jSrs− c2χ∂¯i(SkKk)+ c2χ∂¯iS− cχ∂¯i( f (1)k Sk)
+ −
1
4
∂kC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn
−
1
4
C jmnS jk ¯∂¯i(δ mk Sn + δ nk Sm−CkpqSpmSqn)−
1
4
C jmnS jk ¯∂¯i(2KkSmn−Γ mkpSpn−Γ nkpSpm)
−
1
2
cχ S jk ¯∂¯i(−K jKk +C jkpSpqKq−C jkpSp)−
1
2
cχ S jk ¯∂¯iΓ lk jKl −
1
2
cχS jkΓ lk j ¯∂¯iKl
+
1
4ClmnS
jk∂
¯iΓ ljkS
mn +
1
2cχ S
jk∂
¯iΓ ljkKl +
1
2 f
1
l S jk∂¯iΓ ljk
+
1
4
ClmnS jkΓ ljk∂¯iSmn +
1
2
cχ S jkΓ ljk∂¯iKl
= −
1
4
C jmnCkrs∂¯iSmnS jkSrs−
1
4
∂kC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn
−
1
4
C jmnS jk ¯∂¯i(δ mk Sn + δ nk Sm−CkpqSpmSqn)−
1
4
C jmnS jk ¯∂¯i(2KkSmn−Γ mkpSpn−Γ nkpSpm)
+
1
4
ClmnS jk∂¯iΓ ljkSmn +
1
4
ClmnS jkΓ ljk∂¯iSmn
−
1
2
cχC jkp∂¯i(KqS jkSpq)−
1
2
f (1)l C jkm∂¯i(S jkSml)
+ f (1)j ∂¯iS j − c2χ∂¯i(SkKk)+ c2χ∂¯iS− cχ∂¯i( f (1)k Sk)+ cχ∂¯i(S jK j)− cχ∂¯iS .
Now we make use of the fact that DkC jmn = DkD jDmDnF is symmetric in j,k,m,n
to simplify the above expression. By definition, we have
∂kC jmn = DkC jmn− 2KkC jmn +Γ lk jClmn +Γ lkmC jln +Γ lknC jml . (27)
Then
∂kC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn
= DkC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn− 2KkC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn
+Γ lk jClmnS
jk
¯∂
¯iSmn +Γ lkmC jlnS
jk
¯∂
¯iSmn +Γ lknC jmlS
jk
¯∂
¯iSmn
=
1
2
( ¯∂
¯i(DkC jmnS jkSmn)− ¯∂¯iDkC jmnS jkSmn)
−2KkC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn +Γ lk jClmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn +Γ lkmC jlnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn +Γ lknC jmlS jk ¯∂¯iSmn
=
1
2
¯∂
¯i(DkC jmnS jkSmn)
−
1
2
(2C jmn ¯∂¯iKkS jkSmn−Clmn ¯∂¯iΓ lk jS jkSmn−C jln ¯∂¯iΓ lkmS jkSmn−C jml ¯∂¯iΓ lknS jkSmn)
−2KkC jmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn +Γ lk jClmnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn +Γ lkmC jlnS jk ¯∂¯iSmn +Γ lknC jmlS jk ¯∂¯iSmn .
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Therefore, we obtain
I˜+ I˜I+ III+ IV
= −
1
8(
¯∂
¯iDkC jmn)S jkSmn +
1
4
C jmnS jkCkpqSpm ¯∂¯iSqn
−
1
4
C jpqCkrs∂¯iSpqS jkSrs−
1
8ClmnC jkpS
jk∂
¯iSplSmn
−
1
2
cχC jkp∂¯i(KqS jkSpq)−
1
2
f (1)l C jkp∂¯i(S jkSpl)
+ f (1)j ∂¯iS j − c2χ∂¯i(SkKk)+ c2χ∂¯iS− cχ∂¯i( f (1)k Sk)+ cχ∂¯i(S jK j)− cχ∂¯iS
= −
1
8(
¯∂
¯iDkC jmn)S jkSmn +
1
12
C jmnCkpq ¯∂¯i(S jkSpmSqn)−
1
8C jpqCkrs∂¯i(S
pqS jkSrs)
−
1
2
cχC jkp∂¯i(KqS jkSpq)−
1
2
f (1)l C jkp∂¯i(S jkSpl)
+ f (1)j ∂¯iS j − c2χ∂¯i(SkKk)+ c2χ∂¯iS− cχ∂¯i( f (1)k Sk)+ cχ∂¯i(S jK j)− cχ∂¯iS .
It follows that
∂
¯iF
(2) (28)
= ∂
¯i[−
1
8(DkC jmn)S
jkSmn + 1
12
C jmnCkpqS jkSpmSqn−
1
8C jpqCkrsS
pqS jkSrs
−
1
2
cχC jkpKqS jkSpq−
1
2
f (1)l C jkpS jkSpl
+ f (1)j S j − c2χSkKk + c2χS− cχ f (1)k Sk + cχS jK j − cχS] .
Therefore, we can see up to the addition by a holomorphic ambiguity f (2), the genus
two topological string partition function F (2) is a polynomial of the propagators
S jk,S j,S and the generators Ki.
In fact, it was originally shown in [BCOV94] that a solution of the recursion
holomorphic anomaly equations is given in terms of Feynman rules. The propaga-
tors Si j, Si, S for these Feynman rules were defined in Eqs. (15,18, 19):
∂
¯iS jk =C
jk
¯i , ∂¯iS j = G¯ikS jk, ∂¯iS = G¯ikSk. (29)
The vertices of the Feynman rules are given by the functions F (g)i1···in =Di1 · · ·DinF
(g)
.
For example, for genus two, the above topological string partition function in
Eq. (28) has the form
F
(2) =
1
2
S jkD jDkF (1)+
1
2
S jkD jF (1)DkF (1)−
1
8S
jkSmnD jDkDmDnF
−
1
2
S jkC jkmSmnDnF (1)
χ
24
S jD jF (1)+
1
8 S
jkC jkpSpqCqmnSmn
+
1
12
S jkSpqSmnC jpmCkqn−
χ
48S
jC jklSkl +
χ
24
(
χ
24
− 1)S+ f (2) ,
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for some holomorphic function f (2). Each of the terms involving the propagators
S jk,S j,S has a diagrammatic interpretation and corresponds to the contribution of a
specific boundary component of the moduli space of genus two stable curves, see
[BCOV94] for details.
Motivated by [BCOV94], in [YY04, AL07] it was proved, using Eqs. (5, 8, 16,
17), that the holomorphic anomaly equations Eq. (14) for g ≥ 2 can be put into the
following form
¯∂
¯iF
(g) = ¯∂
¯iP
(g) , (30)
where P(g) is a polynomial in the generators S jk,S j,S,Ki with the coefficients being
holomorphic quantities which might have poles. The proof relies on the fact that
these generators form a differential ring [AL07] as displayed in Eqs. (20, 21, 22, 23)
and recalled below:
DiS jk = δ ji Sk + δ ki S j −CimnSm jSnk + h
jk
i ,
DiS j = −CimnSmS jn + 2δ ji S+ h
jk
i Kk + h
j
i ,
DiS = −
1
2
CimnSmSn +
1
2
hmni KmKn + hmi Km + hi ,
DiK j = −KiK j +Ci jmSmnKn−Ci jmSm + hi j , (31)
where h jki ,h
j
i ,hi,hi j are holomorphic quantities.
Now we justify the structure in Eq. (30) by induction, following [AL07]. Note
that the non-holomorphicity of the topological string partition functions only comes
from the non-holomorphic generators Si j,Si,S,Ki and thus the anti-holomorphic
derivative on the left-hand side of the holomorphic anomaly equations can be re-
placed by derivatives with respect to these generators. Furthermore, one can make a
change of generators [AL07]:
˜Si j = Si j,
˜Si = Si− Si jK j,
˜S = S− SiKi +
1
2
Si jKiK j,
˜Ki = Ki . (32)
The differential ring structure among these new non-holomorphic generators fol-
lows from Eq. (31) easily. Replacing the ¯∂
¯i derivative in the holomorphic anomaly
equations by derivatives with respect to the new non-holomorphic generators and
using the definitions Eq. (29), one then gets,
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¯∂
¯iF
(g)
= ¯C jk
¯i
(
∂F (g)
∂S jk −
1
2
∂F (g)
∂ ˜Sk
˜K j −
1
2
∂F (g)
∂ ˜S j
˜Kk +
1
2
∂F (g)
∂ ˜S
˜K j ˜Kk
)
+G
¯i j
∂F (g)
∂ ˜K j
=
1
2
¯C jk
¯i
(
g−1
∑
r=1
D jF (r)DkF (g−r)+D jDkF (g−1)
)
.
Assuming the independence5 of ¯C jk
¯i and G¯i j, then one gets two sets of equations:
∂F (g)
∂ ˜S jk −
1
2
∂F (g)
∂ ˜Sk
˜K j −
1
2
∂F (g)
∂ ˜S j
˜Kk +
1
2
∂F (g)
∂ ˜S
˜K j ˜Kk
=
g−1
∑
r=1
D jF (r)DkF (g−r)+D jDkF (g−1) ,
∂F (g)
∂ ˜K j
= 0 . (33)
Eq. (30) then follows from the above equations and Eq. (31).
The polynomial structure given in Eq. (30) also allows to determine the non-
holomorphic part P(g) of F (g) genus by genus recursively from Eq. (33) as poly-
nomials of the new non-holomorphic generators ˜Si j, ˜Si, ˜S, ˜Ki and thus of the old ones
Si j,Si,S,Ki:
P
(g) = P(g)(Si j,Si,S,Ki) . (34)
Moreover, the coefficients of the monomials in these non-holomorphic generators
are explicit Laurent polynomials in the holomorphic generators, with the coeffi-
cients of the monomials in the non-holomorphic and holomorphic generators being
universal constants. These constants come from the Feynman diagram interpreta-
tion [BCOV94], or equivalently, the combinatorics from recursion. They are inde-
pendent of the geometry under consideration. For example, for any geometry, the
highest power of Si j in the genus two partition function in Eq. (28) always takes the
form 112CipmC jqnS
i jSpqSmn + · · · .
3.4 Solutions of propagators
To obtain explicit results for P(g), one needs to get formulas for the propagators
Si j,Si,S,Ki. The generator Ki could be obtained by using its definition as the Ka¨hler
potential for the Weil-Petersson geometry Eq. (4) and the periods of the CY fam-
ily Eq. (10). The generators Si j,Si,S can be solved from Eq. (29), up to addition
by holomorphic quantities. A special set of solutions whose holomorphic limits are
5 This assumption is reasonable since these quantities have different singular behaviors when writ-
ten in the canonical coordinates at the large complex structure.
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vanishing was given by [ALM10, Hos10] in terms of geometric quantities. Alterna-
tively, they could be determined [ALM10] from the differential structure Eq. (31):
Skl = (C−1∗ )k j(δ l∗K j + δ ljK∗−Γ l∗ j + sl∗ j) ,
Si = 1
2
(DiSii +CimnSmiSni− hiii ) ,
S = 1
2
(DiSi +CimnSmSni− hiki Kk − hii) , (35)
or equivalently
Skl = (C−1∗ )k j(δ l∗K j + δ ljK∗−Γ l∗ j + sl∗ j) ,
Si = (C−1∗ )i j(−D∗K j −K∗K j +C∗ jkSklKl + h∗ j)
= (C−1∗ )i j(K∗K j −K∗ j + hl∗ jKl + h∗ j) ,
S = 1
2
(DiSi +CimnSmSni− hiki Kk − hii) , (36)
where the sub-index ∗ is chosen so that the matrix ((C∗)i j) is invertible. These for-
mulas are useful [ALM10] in analyzing the degrees of freedom of the holomorphic
quantities h jki ,h
j
i ,hi,hi j. Moreover, in the one-modulus case for which the dimension
of M is one, they also tell that the set of non-holomorphic generators Szz,Sz,S,Kz
is equivalent to the set of generators Γ zzz,Kzzz,Kzz,Kz considered in [YY04] and the
differential rings are thus identical. By using the latter set of generators, the differ-
ential structure follows from the Picard-Fuchs equation for the quantity e−K and the
special geometry relation Eq. (5), see [YY04] for details.
For non-compact CY 3-folds, one can choose a very simple set of generators due
to the existence of a constant period. More precisely, according to Eqs. (4, 10), one
can see that the holomorphic limit of Ki is zero. Then from Eq. (36) it follows that
by choosing vanishing hi j,hii we can arrange so that the holomorphic limits of Si,S
are zero, see [ALM10] for more detailed discussions on this. This sometimes makes
the calculations easier when computing the quantity P(g) from recursion.
4 Connection to modular forms
After determining P(g) from recursion by using the polynomial structure, one can
then try to fix the holomorphic ambiguity f (g) by using the boundary conditions. We
are not going to explain this due to limit of space, but we refer the interested reader
to e.g., [BCOV93, BCOV94].6
In this section we shall emphasize the connection ([HK07, ABK08, Hos10,
ASYZ13, Zho13, Ali14]) between the differential ring generated by Si j,Si,S,Ki
6 See also [MM99, KKV99, KZ99, KKRS05, YY04, KM08, HKQ09, ABK08, HK07, AL07,
GKMW07, ALM10, HKR08, HK10, Sak11, AS12, KMW12, ASYZ13] for related works.
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and the differential ring of modular forms. The reason for this expectation is that
in some nicest cases, the topological string partition functions are known to be
almost-holomorphic modular forms (see for example [Dij95, KZ95, MR11, Li12])
and are thus polynomials in the generators of the ring of almost-holomorphic mod-
ular forms. The similarity between the differential ring structure in the propaga-
tors/holomorphic limit of propagators of the special polynomial ring Eq. (25) and
the polynomial structure of the ring of almost-holomorphic/quasi-modular forms
seems to suggest a connection between them.
For the KP2 family (each member of the family is the total space of KP2 =
OP2(−3), but the Ka¨hler structure varies), the mirror family can be constructed
following the lines in [CKYZ99] using Batyrev toric duality [Bat94], or using the
Hori-Vafa construction [HV00]. For definiteness, the equation for the mirror family
X →M obtained by the Hori-Vafa method is displayed below:
uv−H(y1,y2;z) = 0, (u,v,y1,y2) ∈C2× (C∗)2 ,
where H(y1,y2;z) = y1y2(−z+ y1 + y2)+ 1 and z is the parameter for the base M .
The mirror family X →M comes with the following Picard-Fuchs equation:(
θ 3− 27zθ (θ + 13 )(θ +
2
3 )
)
φ = 0 for a period φ ,θ = z ∂∂ z .
The coordinate z on M is chosen so that z = 0 is the large complex structure limit
and ∆ = 1− 27z is the discriminant. For this case, the quantity κ which appears in
Eq. (25) is − 13 . Then in Eq. (24) we have7 ˜Kt = 0, we can arrange so that
T4 = T6 = 0 ,
by choosing
szzz =−
4
3 +
1
6∆ ,
˜hzzz =
1
36∆ 2 ,
˜hzzzz =
1
2∆ .
It follows that the special polynomial ring in Eq. (25) becomes [ASYZ13]:
∂τC0 = G21 C0 ,
∂τ G1 =
1
6
(
2G1 T2 +G31
(
C0− 1
C0 + 1
))
,
∂τ T2 =
T 22
3 −
G41
12
.
Moreover, in [ASYZ13] it was shown that for this case the moduli space M can be
identified with the modular curve Γ0(3)\H ∗. Under this identification, the points
z = 0,1/27 are identified with the cusp classes [τ] = [i∞], [0] respectively. The gen-
7 This is due to properties of special Ka¨hler geometry and the particular form for the Picard-Fuchs
equation, see [BCOV94] for details.
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erators given in Eq. (24) which can be computed by using Eq. (35) or Eq. (36) are as
follows:
T2 =
1
8 (E2(τ)+ 3E2(3τ)) ,
G1 = θ2(2τ)θ2(6τ)+θ3(2τ)θ3(6τ) ,
C0 = 27
(
η(3τ)
η(τ)
)12
.
They are essentially the generators for the ring [KZ95] of quasi-modular forms
M̂(Γ0(3),χ−3) for the modular group Γ0(3), with the sub-indices corresponding to
the modular weights. The differential ring structure in Eq. (25) corresponds to the
Ramanujan-like identities among these quasi-modular forms, see [ABK08, Zag08,
Mai09, ASYZ13, Zho13] and references therein for more details on this ring and its
application in studying the modularity of topological string partition functions.
Similarly, for certain mirror families of KdPn ,n = 5,6,7,8, one can identify
[ASYZ13] the moduli spaces with certain modular curves and show that the dif-
ferential rings Eq. (25) are identical to the differential rings of quasi-modular forms
with respect to corresponding modular groups.
Assuming the validity of mirror symmetry for these families of CY 3-folds, we
can then show that if the solutions to the holomorphic anomaly equations for the
B-model CY 3-fold family exist and are unique, then the generating functions of
Gromov-Witten invariants for the A-model CY 3-fold family are quasi-modular
forms [ASYZ13]. In fact, the existence and uniqueness for the K
P2 case are proved
in [Zho14] which imply a version of integrality for the sequence of Gromov-Witten
invariants {Ng,d}∞d=1 for any (fixed) g.
For the mirror quintic family[CdLOGP91] pi : X →M , the Picard-Fuchs equa-
tion is given by(
θ 4− 55z(θ + 15 )(θ +
2
5 )(θ +
3
5)(θ +
4
5)
)
φ = 0 for a period φ , θ = z ∂∂ z .
We choose the usual z coordinate as the local coordinate on the moduli space M
so that 8 z = 0 gives the large complex structure limit and the discriminant is ∆ =
1− 55z. In this case, the classical triple intersection in Eq. (25) is κ = 5. We then
choose the following ambiguities [YY04, Hos10, Ali12, ASYZ13]:
szzz =−
8
5 ,
˜hzzz =
1
5∆ ,
˜hzz =−
1
52∆ ,
˜hz =
2
53∆ ,kzz =
2
52 .
Now the holomorphic quantities in the ring Eq. (25) are polynomials in 1∆ . More-
over, we also have C0 = 5
5z
1−55z =
1
∆ −1 with ∂τC0 =C0(C0+1)K0G21 which tells that
8 This is related to the ψ coordinate in [CdLOGP91] by z = (5ψ)−5 .
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the derivative of 1∆ sits inside the ring generated by K0,G1,K2,T2,T4,T6,C0. More
examples on compact CY geometries can be found in [Ali14].
For compact CY 3-folds, the period domain is in general not Hermitian symmet-
ric and the suitable theory of almost-holomorphic modular forms and quasi-modular
forms is not known. Hence one can not say much about the connection between this
ring and the ring of modular objects. Nevertheless, the rings of quantities generated
by K0,G1,K2,T2,T4,T6,C0, which are defined from the special Ka¨hler geometry on
the moduli spaces of complex structures of CY 3-folds, share very similar proper-
ties to those of the rings of almost-holomorphic modular forms defined on modular
curves, see [Hos10, Zho13] for more discussions on this.
5 Conclusions
We first showed how to solve for the non-holomorphic part of F (2) by introducing
the propagators Si j,Si,S. We then derived the differential ring structure of the ring
generated by these propagators and Ki. After that we proved by induction that for
any g, the non-holomorphic part P(g) is a polynomial of the generators and can
be solved recursively genus by genus. For some special non-compact CY 3-fold
families, we pointed out that after the identification between the moduli spaces of
complex structures with modular curves, the generators for the special polynomial
ring become the generators for the ring of quasi-modular forms, and the differential
ring structure is identified with the Ramanujan-like identities for the quasi-modular
forms.
It would be interesting to see whether these rings could help construct ring of
modular objects (see for example [Mov11]), and how the global properties of the
generators could help solve for the topological string partition functions from the
holomorphic anomaly equations with boundary conditions for more general CY 3-
fold families.
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